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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, R will be a domain, and V will be a chain of prime ideals
0 s P ; P ; ??? ; P in Spec R. We make the following definition.0 1 n
Ã ÃDEFINITION. V is said to lift easily if for any finite poset V, such that V
contains a unique minimal element and every maximal chain of elements
Ãin V has length n, there is a finitely generated integral extension domain
Ã  <T of R such that V is poset isomorphic to the set Q g Spec T Q l
4  .R g V considered as a poset under inclusion .
The goal of this paper is to exhibit an abundance of circumstances under
  .which V lifts easily. For instance, 3.7 shows that in a pseudo-geometric
.Hilbert domain, every such chain V lifts easily. Our results show that V
lifts easily in enough cases so that we speculate that ``lifting easily''
represents the natural state of affairs, and counter-examples are in some
sense abnormal.
Before turning to our positive results, we will now give two examples in
which V does not lift easily. These two examples are typical of the few we
know of in which V does not lift easily.
 .  .  .1.1 EXAMPLES. a Let R, M be a quasi-local Henselian domain.
Since any integral extension domain of R is quasi-local, it is trivial to see
that 0 ; M does not lift easily.
 .  .b Let R, M be an integrally closed local Noetherian domain, and
let 0 ; P ; M be a chain of primes. Suppose that R is complete in the
P-adic topology. Then this chain of primes fails to lift easily with respect to
Ã  4the poset V s ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , where ¨ - ¨ - ¨ , ¨ - ¨ - ¨ ,0 P P M M 0 P M 0 P M1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
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Ãand no other relations hold between elements in V. This fact follows from
w  .  .  .x   .combining M, 2.10 ; M, 3.4 ; MS, 4.1 . See also Question 3.13 and
 . .Proposition 3.14 .
The earliest result we know of concerning a case in which V lifts easily
w xappears in HW . The following is an easy consequence of that work.
THEOREM A. Let R be Noetherian. If V is a chain of primes 0 ; P in R,
then V lifts easily unless R is a local Henselian domain and P is its maximal
ideal.
The second such result is an unpublished result of C. Rotthaus and
S. Wiegand.
w xTHEOREM B. If R s K X , . . . , X with K a field and X , . . . , X inde-1 n 1 n
 .  .terminates, then the chain of primes 0 ; X R ; X , X R ; ??? ;1 1 2
 .X , . . . , X R lifts easily.1 n
w  .xIn MS, 1.2 , Theorem B is strengthened to the following.
THEOREM C. Let R to Noetherian. Let V be a chain of prime ideals
0 s P ; P ; ??? ; P in Spec R. For 0 F i F n, assume that P rP is0 1 n iq1 i
not contained in the Jacobson radical of RrP . Also assume that for 0 F i F n,i
RrP is integrally closed. Then V lifts easily.i
In this paper, we will exhibit many other cases in which V lifts easily. In
 .particular, 3.2 gives a strong generalization of Theorem C.
NOTATION. R will always denote a domain. The integral closure of any
domain D will be denoted D9. The symbol ; will denote proper inclu-
sion.
w x2. PRINCIPAL PRIMES IN SPEC R X
Given a domain R, we will need to be able to find a large number of
 . w x w x  . w xprincipal prime ideals g X R X in R X . Of course, if g x R X is
 .prime, then g X must be irreducible. The problem is that the converse is
 .false; the irreducibility of g X does not guarantee the primeness of
 . w xg X R X . Therefore, we need the next lemma.
 .  .2.1 LEMMA. Let R be a domain with quotient field F. Let g X be a
w x  . w x  .monic polynomial in R X . If g X is irreducible in R9 X , then g X is
w x  . w x w xirreducible in F X and g X R X is a prime ideal in R X .
 . w x  .Proof. To show g X is irreducible in F X , suppose g X s
 .  . w xa X b X , where these are two monic polynomials in F X . Since the
 .  .roots of a X are roots of g X , they are integral over R. Therefore, the
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 .  . w xcoefficients of a X are integral over R. Thus, a X g R9 X . Similarly,
 . w x  . w x  .b X g R9 X . As g X is irreducible in R9 X , either a X s 1 or
 .b X s 1.
 . w x w x  .We now have that g X F X is a prime ideal in F X . Since g X g
w x  . w x  . w xR X is monic, an easy exercise shows that g X R X s g X F X l
w x  . w x w xR X , so that g X R X is a prime ideal in R X .
DEFINITION. Let R : T be domains, and let Q g Spec R. We say that Q
is partially unramified in T if there is prime ideal Q9 g Spec T such that
Q9 l R s Q and Q ­ QX 2.
The next result is the key to our main arguments. It shows that
w xSpec R X is often rich in principal prime ideals.
 .  .2.2 PROPOSITION. Suppose that 0 / P g Spec R and f X is a monic
w xnonconstant polynomial in R X . If any one of the following conditions holds,
 . w x w x  .then there are infinitely many prime ideals g X R X in R X with g X a
w x  .  .monic polynomial in R X such that g X ' f X mod P.
 .a There is a Q g Spec R such that P and Q are comaximal and such
that Q is partially unramified in R9.
 .b There are primes M g Spec R and M9 g Spec R9 with P : M s
X 2  .M9 l R, such that P ­ M , and e¨ery nonleading coefficient of f X is
in M.
 .c There are maximal ideals M of R and M9 and R9 such that P ­ M s
 .w xM9 l R, such that RrM X contains a monic irreducible polynomial
 . w xha¨ing the same degree as f X , and such that R9rM9: RrM is finite and
 .relati¨ ely prime to the degree of f X .
Remark. The three options in the hypothesis of this result will lead to
 .  .  .three variations of our main argument in 3.2 , 3.8 , and 3.10 .
Proof. In this paragraph, we show that if there exists at least one
 . w x w x  .principal prime ideal g X R X in R X , such that g X is a monic
 .  .polynomial with g X ' f X mod P, then there exists infinitely many
 . w xsuch principal prime ideals. Given such a g X R X , let b be an arbitrary
 .  .element of P. We leave it to the reader to verify that g X s g X y b isb
 . w x  .  .such that g X R X is a prime ideal, and g X ' f X mod P. If u is ab b
 .  .root of g X , then u y b is a root of g X . Thus, there are at mostb
 .  .finitely many c g P such that g X s g X . It follows that the infinitelyb c
 . w xmany b g P give rise to infinitely many different prime ideals g X R Xb
of the sort we seek.
 .  .In view of the preceding, it is enough to show that each of a , b , and
 .  .  . w xc implies the existence of a monic polynomial g X with g X R X a
 .  .prime ideal and with g X ' f X mod P.
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 .  . m my1 w xSuppose a holds. Let f X s X q b X q ??? qb g R X .my 1 0
Since Q is partially unramified in R9, there is a prime Q9 g Spec R9, such
that Q9 l R s Q and Q ­ QX 2. Pick c g Q y QX 2. Since P and Q are
comaximal, and since Q2 : Q92 l R, clearly P and Q92 l R are comaxi-
mal. By the Chinese remainder theorem, for 0 F i F m y 1 we can find an
2  .element a such that a ' b mod P and a ' c mod Q9 l R. Let g X si i i i
m my1  .  .X q a X q ??? qa . Clearly g X ' f X mod P. It remains tomy 1 0
 . w x w xshow that g X R X is a prime ideal in R X . For 0 F i F m y 1, we
have c g Q and a ' c mod QX 2 l R. Since QX 2 l R : Q, we see thati
a g Q : Q9. However, c f QX 2, and since a ' c mod QX 2 l R, we seei 0
X 2  .that a f Q . Applying Eisenstein's criterion to g X and the prime Q9 in0
 . w x  .  . w xR9, we see that g X is irreducible in R9 X . By 2.1 , g X R X is a
w xprime ideal in R X .
 .  .Now suppose b holds. Let c be the constant coefficient of f X , and
note that c g M : M9. Pick d g P as follows. If c f M X 2, let d s 0, while
X 2 X 2 2  .if c g M , pick d g P y M . Note that c q d g M9 y M9 . Let g X s
 .  .  .f X q d. Obviously g X ' f X mod P. Also, every nonleading coeffi-
 .cient of g X is in M, and hence M9, while the constant coefficient of
 . 2  .g X is not in M9 . By Eisenstein's criterion, g X is irreducible in
 .  .  . w x w xR9 X . By 2.1 , g X R X is a prime ideal in R X .
 .  .Finally, suppose c holds. Let the degree of f X be m. By assumption,
 .  .w xthere is a monic irreducible polynomial a X g RrM X having degree
w xm. Since R9rM9: RrM is finite and relatively prime to m, standard field
 .  .w x  .theory arguments show that a X is irreducible in R9rM9 X . Let h X
 . w x  .  .be a monic pre-image of a X in R X . As f X and h X both have
degree m, and as P and M are comaximal, by the Chinese remainder
 .  .theorem we can find a monic polynomial g X such that g X '
 .  .  .  . w xf X mod P and g X ' h X mod M. We need only show that g X R X
w x  .  .is a prime ideal in R X . Taken modulo M, g X becomes a X , which is
 .w x w xirreducible in R9rM9 X . Thus, thought of as an element of R9 X ,
 .  .g X is a polynomial which is irreducible modulo M9. Therefore, g X
w x  .  . w xmust be irreducible in R9 X , and so 2.1 shows that g X R X is a
prime ideal.
3. THE MAIN THEOREMS
Before giving the first version of our main argument, we need two
definitions and a technical lemma.
 .DEFINITIONS. a Let P g Spec R, and let X be an indeterminate. If
w x w xp g Spec R X with p l R s P, and with p / PR X , then we say that p
w xis an upper to P in R X .
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 . w x  .b Let P g Spec R, and let q g Spec R X . We define U P, q s
 < w x 4p p is an upper to P in R X , and q : p .
 .  . w x3.1 LEMMA. Let P g Spec R, and let f X g R X be monic. Suppose
w x   .. w xq g Spec R X and q is minimal o¨er P, f X R X . Then q is an upper
to P.
Proof. It does no harm to work modulo P, and so we assume that
 . w xP s 0 and q is minimal over f X R X . We must show that q is an upper
w x  .to 0 in R X . Let b , . . . , b be all the roots of f X , and let T s1 n
w xR b , . . . , b , which we see is an integral extension domain of R.1 n
w x w x  .Let p g Spec T X with p l R X s q. Since f x g q : p, we have
 . w xx y b g p for some i. Now x y b T X is clearly an upper to 0 ini i
w x  . w x w x w xT X , and so x y b T X l R X is an upper to 0 in R X . Sincei
 .  . w x w x w xf X g x y b T x l R X : p l R X s q, and since q is minimali
 . w x  . w x w xover f X R X , we see that q s x y b T X l R X , and so q is ani
w xupper to 0 in R X , as desired.
 .3.2 THEOREM. Let V be a chain 0 s P ; P ; ??? ; P of prime0 1 n
 <ideals in R. For 0 F i F n y 1, let C s QrP g Spec RrP QrP is co-i i i i
4maximal to P rP . Assume that for each C there is a QrP g C such thatiq1 i i i i
 .QrP is partially unramified in RrP 9. Then V lifts easily.i i
Remark. Note that Theorem C of the Introduction is an easy conse-
 .quence of 3.2 .
Ã  .Proof. Let V be a finite poset under an ordering we call - having a
Ãunique minimal element such that every maximal chain of elements in V
has length n. We will construct a simple integral extension domain T of R
Ã  < 4such that V is order isomorphic to Q g Spec T Q l R g V .
Ã Ã < 4For 0 F i F n, let V s ¨ g V height ¨ s i . Also, if 0 F i - j F n,i
Ã Ã Ã < 4and if ¨ g V , then let V s w g V ¨ - w . Using reverse induction, fori ¨ j j
Ã < 4n G i G 0, we will construct a set P s p ¨ g V of uppers to P in ai ¨ i i
Ãbijective correspondence to V , in such a way that if i q 1 F j F n, theni
Ã .  < 4 U P , p s p w g V . In fact, we will do this in such a way that forj ¨ w ¨ j
 . w xeach p g P , there will be a monic polynomial g X g R X such that¨ i ¨
  .. w x. .p s P , g X R X .¨ i ¨
 .Suppose that the sets P 0 F i F n just described have been con-i
structed, and let P s P j ??? j P . The bijections mentioned in the0 n
Ã Ãprevious paragraph now give a bijection from P to V. Also, if ¨ g V andi
Ã Ã .w g V with i - j, then p ; p iff p g U P , p iff w g V iff ¨ - w.j ¨ w w j ¨ ¨ j
ÃThus our bijection is an order isomorphism between P and V. Let p be0
w xthe unique element of P , and let T s R X rp . By the parenthetical0 0
statement in the previous paragraph, T is a simple integral extension of R.
Ã .There is an obvious order isomorphism between P and hence also V
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 < 4  < 4  <and qrp q g P . However, qrp q g P s Q g Spec T Q l R g0 0
4 V . One inclusion is straightforward. For the other, let Q g Spec T with
w xQ l R s P g V. Now Q has the form qrp for some q g Spec R X withi 0
 . .q l R s P . As p : q, we have q g U P , p : P : P.i 0 i 0 i
It remains to carry out the construction of the sets P as previouslyi
described. We start with P . There are infinitely many distinct uppers ton
  .. w x  . w x P of the form P , g X R X with g X a monic polynomial in R X . Ifn n
RrP is a field, this is trivial. If the domain RrP is not a field, it isn n
 . .infinite, and so there are infinitely many linear choices for g X . For each
Ã   .. w x¨ g V , we choose an upper p s P , g X R X such that the setn ¨ n ¨
Ã Ã < 4P s p ¨ g V is in bijective correspondence with V .n ¨ n n
Having constructed P , let us inductively assume that for some in
 .0 F i - n , we have already constructed P , . . . , P in such a way thatiq1 n
the description in the second paragraph holds. In particular, for i q 1 F
Ãj F n, we assume that for any w g V , p g P has the formj w j
  .. w x  .p s P , g X R X , with g X a monic polynomial. We now constructw j w w
ÃP . Consider ¨ g V . We have prime ideals P ; P ; P ; ??? ; P .i i i iq1 iq2 n
Ã < 4For i q 1 F j F n, we have a finite set p w g V of uppers of P . Wew ¨ j j
  .. w xwish to find an upper p to P of the form p s P , g X R X with¨ i ¨ i ¨
 .  .g X a monic polynomial, such that if i q 1 F j F n, then U P , p s¨ j ¨
Ã < 4  .p w g V as in the second paragraph .w ¨ j
ÃWe note that V is not empty. Otherwise, there is no height i q 1¨ iq1
Ãelement w in V with ¨ - w, contradicting our assumption that every
Ã Ã maximal chain in V has length n. By induction, for w g V , p s P ,¨ iq1 w iq1
 .. w x  .  .  .g X R X for some monic polynomial g X . Let f X s  g X ,w w ¨ w
Ãover all the w g V . Note that the set of uppers to P which contain¨ iq i iq1
Ã .  < 4f X is the set p w g V .¨ w ¨ iq1
The hypothesis of the theorem says that C contains a prime ideal QrPi i
in Spec RrP with QrP comaximal to P rP and with QrP partiallyi i iq1 i i
 .  .unramified in RrP 9. Therefore, applying 2.2a to RrP , gives rise to ai i
 . w x   .. w xmonic polynomial g X g R X such that P , g X R X is an upper to¨ i ¨
 .  .   .. w xP , and g X ' f X mod P . Let p s P , g X R X . Clearlyi ¨ ¨ iq1 ¨ i ¨
 .  .U P , p equals the set of uppers to P which contain f X . Weiq1 ¨ iq1 ¨
Ã < 4already know that set to be p w g V .w ¨ iq1
Before proceeding, we note a technicality. If ¨ and u are distinct
Ãelements of V , we insist that p and p be distinct. This can be achievedi ¨ u
  .  ..  .even if f X s f X , since by 2.2 there are infinitely many distinct¨ u
  .. w xP , g X R X to choose from in the preceding paragraph.i ¨
 .  .Recall as in the second paragraph for i q 1 F j F n we need U P , pj ¨
Ã < 4s p w g V . By the construction just given, we already have this forw ¨ j
j s i q 1. We now prove it for i q 1 - j F n. First suppose that p g
 .  .U P , p . Then p is an upper to P and p : p. We have g X g p : p,j ¨ j ¨ ¨ ¨
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  .. w xand since P ; P , we have P , g X R X : p. Let p9 be a primeiq1 j iq1 ¨
  .. w x  .ideal contained in p and minimal over P , g X R X . By 3.1 , p9 isiq1 ¨
 .an upper to P . Now p9 contains both P and g X , and so it containsiq1 i ¨
  .. w x  .p s P , g X R X . Thus p9 g U P , p , which we already known¨ i ¨ iq1 ¨
Ã Ã < 4equals p u g V . Thus for some u g V , we have p9 s p g P .u ¨ iq1 ¨ iq1 u iq1
 .Now since p s p9 : p, we see that p g U P , p . By the constructionu i u
 .  .of P which we inductively assumed , we known that U P , p siq1 j u
Ã Ã < 4p w g V . Thus p s p for some w g V . However, since u gw u j w u j
Ã Ã Ã ÃV and w g V , we see that ¨ - u - w in V. Thus, w g V , and so¨ iq1 u j ¨ j
Ã Ã < 4  .  < 4p g p w g V . Therefore, U P , p : p w g V .w ¨ j j ¨ w ¨ j
Ã Ã .Conversly, if w g V , we must show that p g U P , p . Since w g V ,¨ j w j ¨ j
p is an upper to P , and we need only show that p ; p . Since ¨ - w,w j ¨ w
Ãthe assumption that all maximal chains in V have length n indicates there
Ã Ãis an element u g V with ¨ - u - w. Since u g V , the constructioniq1 ¨ iq1
Ã .of p shows that p g U P , p , so that p ; p . Since w g V , our¨ u iq1 ¨ ¨ u u j
 .inductive assumption concerning P shows that p g U P , p , so thatiq1 w j u
p ; p . Thus, p ; p , as desired. This completes the construction of pu w ¨ w ¨
Ãfor ¨ g V , and thus of P .i i
 .In order to derive an interesting corollary of 3.2 , we look at circum-
stances in which prime ideals in R are partially unramified in R9.
 .3.3 LEMMA. If Q g Spec R is such that R is integrally closed andQ
QR / Q2R , then Q is partially unramified in R9.Q Q
Proof. Clearly R9 : R . Let Q9 s QR l R9 so that Q9 lies over Q.Q Q
Since QR / Q2R , we see that Q ­ Q92.Q Q
 .3.4 LEMMA. Let R be Noetherian. If R9 is a finite R-module, then all
but finitely many height-1 prime ideals of R are partially unramified in R9.
 < 4Proof. As R9 is a finite R-module, the conductor I s x g R xR9 : R
is a nonzero ideal of R, and hence is contained in only finitely many
height-1 primes of R. Suppose Q is any height-1 prime of R with I ­ Q.
An easy exercise shows that R is integrally closed. Also, since R isQ
2  .Noetherian, QR / Q . By 3.3 , Q is partially unramified in R9.Q Q
In order to proceed, we need a variation on the prime avoidance lemma.
 .3.5 LEMMA. Let I and J be ideals in a ring R. Let Q , . . . , Q be prime1 m
 < 4ideals in R. Suppose W s M M is a maximal ideal of R containing J and
 < 4suppose I : j M M g W j Q j ??? j Q . Then I is contained either in1 m
some Q or in some M g W.i
Proof. Suppose that all unnecessary Q have been deleted from the list.i
This indicates that no Q contains J, since any Q which contains J isi i
contained in some M g W, and so is unnecessary.
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 < 4Suppose that there are no Q . Thus I : j M M g W . We want I toi
be contained in some M g W. If not, then I q J s R, and so a q b s 1
 < 4for some a g I and b g J. Since a g I : j M M g W , there is an
M g W with a g M. As also b g J : M, we have 1 g M, a contradiction.
This completes the argument in the case where there are no Q .i
 .Next, suppose there are m G 1 Q . If I is contained in any Q , then wei i
are done. Thus, assume that I is not contained in any Q . As J is also noti
contained in any Q , we see that I l J is not contained in any Q andi i
.hence is not contained in their union . Thus there is a b g I l J with b
not contained in any Q . Since every Q is necessary, for each Q we havei i i
 < 4a b g I l Q with b not in j M M g W . Consider b q b b ??? b g I.i i i 1 2 m
We see that this element is not in Q j ??? j Q . Thus, it is contained in1 m
some M g W. Now b g J : M, and so b ??? b g M. This is a contradic-1 m
tion of the choice of the b .i
Our next lemma shows that if R is Noetherian and its integral closure is
a finite R-module, and if P g Spec R, then it very often happens that
there is a Q g Spec R with P and Q comaximal and with Q partially
  . .unramified in R9. Thus, the hypothesis of 3.2 is often satisfied.
 .3.6 LEMMA. Suppose that R is Noetherian and R9 is a finite R-module.
 < .Let P g Spec R, and let C s Q g Spec R P and Q are comaximal . Then
either there is a Q g C such that Q is partially unramified in R9, or C is finite,
and consists of height-1 maximal primes.
Proof. Suppose that C is not a finite set consisting of height-1 maximal
primes. We will show there is a Q g C which is partially unramified in R9.
 .By 3.4 , it will suffice to show that C contains infinitely many height-1
primes.
 .  .We are supposing that either i C is infinite, ii C contains a prime of
 .height greater than 1, or iii C contains a nonmaximal prime ideal.
 .Suppose that iii holds, and let Q be a nonmaximal prime ideal in C. Then
any maximal ideal which contains Q must be in C and must have height of
 .  .  .at least 2. Thus iii indicates ii . Next, suppose that i holds. Then either
 .C contains infinitely many height-1 primes in which case we are done or
 .ii holds.
 .We have now reduced to the case that ii holds. Therefore, let us
suppose N g C with height N G 2. Suppose that C contains only finitely
many height-1 primes, say Q , . . . , Q . We will derive a contradiction. Let1 m
 < 4W s M M is maximal in R, and P : M . Now N is the union of the
height-1 prime ideals contained in N. To see this, take 0 / b g N, and
shrink N to a prime q minimal over bR. By the principal ideal theorem,
.  < 4height q s 1. It easily follows that N : j M M g W j Q j ??? j Q .1 m
 .By 3.5 , either N is contained in some Q , which contradicts that heighti
N G 2, or N is contained in some M g W, which contradicts that N g C.
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 .  .3.7 COROLLARY. If R is a pseudo-geometric i.e., Nagata Hilbert
domain, then any chain V of prime ideals 0 s P ; P ; ??? ; P lifts easily.0 1 n
 .Proof. Consider the C in the statement of 3.2 . We will show thati
 .each C contains a prime QrP which is partially unramified in RrP 9,i i i
  ..and so satisfies the hypothesis of 3.2 . As R is pseudo-geometric, RrPi
is Noetherian and its integral closure is a finite RrP -module. As RrP isi i
clearly a Hilbert domain, an easy exercise shows that each C is infinite.i
 .Thus 3.6 assures the existence of a suitable QrP .i
 .  .  .  .Many variations of 3.2 are possible. In 3.8 , 3.10 , and 3.12 we
illustrate the range of known variations.
 .3.8 THEOREM. Let V be a chain 0 s P ; P ; ??? ; P of prime0 1 n
ideals of R. Let M be a prime ideal of R properly containing P . Forn
 < 40 F i F n y 1, let C s QrP g Spec RrP QrP is comaximal to P rP .i i i i iq1 i
Assume that for 0 F i F n y 1, one of the following two options holds.
 .a There is a QrP g C such that QrP is partially unramified ini i i
 .RrP 9.i
 .  .b In the integral closure Rrp 9 of RrP , there is a prime ideal N lyingi i i
o¨er MrP , such that P rP ­ N 2.i iq1 i i
Then V lifts easily.
 .Proof. The proof is a variation of the proof of 3.2 . We will this time
construct each P such that each p g P will have the form p si ¨ i ¨
  .. w x  . w xP , g X R X with g X a monic polynomial in R X such that everyi ¨ ¨
Ã .coefficient of g X , except the leading one, is in M. For ¨ g V , pick an¨ n
 .   .. w xelement a g M. Let g X s X y a , and let p s P , g X R X ,¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ n ¨
which is clearly an upper to P . Since P is nonmaximal, RrP is a domainn n n
but not a field, and so it is infinite. Thus, MrP is infinite. Therefore, forn
Ãeach ¨ g V , we can find a corresponding p of this sort in such a way thatn ¨
Ã Ã < 4we have a bijective correspondence from V to P s p ¨ g V .n n ¨ n
Suppose for some i with 0 F i - n, we have already constructed
Ã  .P , . . . , P as described above. Consider ¨ g V , and let f X siq1 n i ¨
Ã . g X over all w g V . Since we are inductively assuming that eachw ¨ iq1
 .g X is monic, and has all of its nonleading coefficients in M, we see thatw
 .f X is monic and has all nonleading coefficients in M. Since we will¨
 .  .  .construct g X with g X ' f X mod P , and since P ; M, we¨ ¨ ¨ iq1 iq1
 .see that g X will have all of its nonleading coefficients in M, as required¨
for our induction.
 .   .. w xWe need to find g X such that P , g X R X is an upper to P , and¨ i ¨ i
 .  .  .g X ' f X mod P . If option a of the hypothesis holds, then we¨ ¨ iq1
 .  . find g X by using 2.2a as in the seventh paragraph of the proof of¨
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 ..  .  .3.2 . However, if option b of the hypothesis holds then we use 2.2b
 .  .applied RrP to find g X . The rest of the argument is as in the proofi ¨
 .of 3.2 .
 .  .Remark. Option b of 3.8 gives the only type of variation we know of
our basic argument which will work in a quasi-local domain.
 .The next corollary is immediate from 3.8b .
 .3.9 COROLLARY. Let V be a chain 0 s P ; P ; ??? ; P of prime0 1 n
ideals in R. Let M be a prime ideal of R, properly containing P . Forn
0 F i F n y 1, assume that RrP is integrally closed and that P rP is noti iq1 i
 .2contained in MrP . Then V lifts easily.i
 .3.10 THEOREM. Let R be Noetherian, and suppose that for e¨ery maxi-
 .w xmal ideal M of R, and for e¨ery positi¨ e integer m, RrM X contains a
monic irreducible polynomial of degree m. Let V be a chain 0 s P ; P ;0 1
??? ; P of prime ideals in R, and assume that for 0 F i F n y 1, P rP isn iq1 i
not contained in the Jacobson radical of RrP . Then V lifts easily.i
Proof. For 0 F i F n y 1, the hypothesis tells us that there is a maxi-
mal ideal M rP in RrP which does not contain P rP . Let D be thei i i iq1 i i
integral closure of RrP , and let N be a maximal ideal of D lying overi i i
M rP . Let k be the dimension of the field D rN over the subfieldi i i i i
 .  .  w  .x .RrP r M rP . Note that k is finite by N, 33.10 . Let k s k , thei i i i i
product over 0 F i F n y 1.
 .We now modify the proof of 3.2 . In that proof, we have that each
  .. w x  .p g P has the form p s P , g X R X , where g X is a monic¨ i ¨ i ¨ ¨
polynomial. We will now show how to vary that construction to ensure that
 .the degree of g X will be relatively prime to k.¨
Ã .We first construct P and a bijection from it to V . We need to shown n
that there are infinitely many distinct uppers to P of the formn
  .. w x  .P , g X R X with g X a monic polynomial having degree relativelyn
Ãprime to k so that for ¨ g V , the corresponding p g P can be selectedn ¨ n
.from among those uppers in a bijective way . We consider two cases. First,
if RrP is infinite, then there are infinitely many linear polynomialsn
w xX y a g R X which are distinct modulo P . The corresponding uppersn
 . w xP , X y a R X satisfy our needs. On the other hand, if RrP is finite,n n
 .then being a domain it is a field, so that P is a maximal ideal. Byn
 .w xhypothesis, for each positive integer m, RrP X contains a monicn
 .  .irreducible polynomial a X having degree m. For each m, let g X bem m
 .   .. w x <a monic pre-image of a X . The set of uppers P , g X R X m ism n m
4relatively prime to k is infinite and satisfies our needs.
Having constructed P , let us inductively assume that for some i 0 Fn
.i - n , we have already constructed P , . . . , P . Let us also inductivelyiq1 n
assume that for i q 1 F j F n, any p g P has the form p sw j w
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  .. w x  .P , g X R X , with g X a monic polynomial whose degree is rela-j w w
Ãtively prime to k. We now construct P . Consider ¨ g V . In the proof ofi i
Ã .  .  .3.2 , we let f X s  g X , over all the w g V . In this proof we¨ w ¨ iq1
ew Ã .   ..modify that, now letting f X s  g X , over all the w g V ,¨ w ¨ iq1
where the e are chosen to be positive integers such that the degree ofw
 . f X is relatively prime to k. It is a pleasant exercise that such e exists,¨ w
and all but one of them can be 1. One route is via Dirichlet's theorem that
if b and c are relatively prime positive integers, then the arithmetic
.sequence bn q c, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , contains infinitely many primes.
 .  .We now find g X , as in the seventh paragraph of the proof of 3.2 ,¨
 .   .except that this time we use 2.2c . The assumptions of 2.2c hold for
 .  .RrP and f X mod P . The maximal ideals discussed in 2.2c are M rPi ¨ i i i
 .  .in RrP and N in D s RrP 9. The degree of f X is relatively primei i i i ¨
w  .  .xto k and hence to its factor k s D rN : RrP r M rP . Finally, thei i i i i i
 .  ..w x  .w xhypothesis of the theorem shows that RrP r M rP X , RrM Xi i i i
 . .contains a monic irreducible polynomial having the same degree as f X .¨
 .The rest of the proof is analogous to that of 3.2 .
 .The next corollary follows easily from 3.10 .
 .3.11 COROLLARY. Let R be a Noetherian Hilbert domain such that for
e¨ery maximal ideal M of R and e¨ery positi¨ e integer m, there is a monic
 .w xirreducible polynomial in RrM X ha¨ing degree m. If V is a chain of
prime ideals 0 s P ; P ; ??? ; P , then V lifts easily.0 1 n
 .Remark. The hypothesis of 3.10 that R is Noetherian is only used to
 .ensure that the k in the first paragraph of the proof are finite. Onei
could instead assume that by fiat. Of course if RrP is integrally closed,i
 .then k will equal 1. This leads to the next minor variation.i
 .3.12 THEOREM. Suppose that for e¨ery maximal ideal M of R, and for
 .w xe¨ery positi¨ e integer m, RrM X contains a monic irreducible polynomial
of degree m. Let V be a chain 0 s P ; ??? ; P of prime ideals in R, and1 n
assume that for 0 F i F n y 1, RrP is integrally closed and P rP is noti iq1 i
contained in the Jacobson radical of RrP . Then V lifts easily.i
 .Proof. The proof is simpler than that of 3.10 . Pick M as in that proof,i
 .  .  .  .but do not consider k . Let f X s  g X . Use 2.2c to find g X .i ¨ w ¨
Remark. We know of more variations of the main argument; however,
 .  .  .the three variations 3.2 , 3.8 , and 3.10 illustrate the range of known
 .  .variations. We consider 3.10 and 3.12 to be minor variations of each
 .other, in that they both depend upon 2.2c . Similarly, all known variations
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 .  .  .  .use one or more of parts a , b , or c of 2.2 . Obviously we would be
 .interested in other circumstances in which the conclusion of 2.2 holds.
We close with two questions. Note that the above results are most
  .applicable in domains with lots of maximal ideals as illustrated by 3.7
 ..and 3.11 . Thus our first question concerns local domains.
 .  .  .3.13 Question. Let R, M be a local Noetherian domain, and let V
be the chain 0 ; P ; M. Under what circumstances will V lift easily?
  . .Recall example 1.1b .
 .Our next result gives a partial answer to question 3.13 . We refer the
w  .xreader to MS, 2.5 for the definition of a strongly comaximizable prime
ideal.
 .  .  .3.14 PROPOSITION. Let R, M be a local Noetherian domain, and
let V be a chain 0 ; P ; M of prime ideals.
 .a If V lifts easily, then P is strongly comaximizable in R and MrP is
strongly comaximizable in RrP.
 .b If R and RrP are both integrally closed and if P is strongly comaxi-
mizable in R and Mrp is strongly comaximizable in RrP, then V lifts easily.
 .Proof. a Suppose V lifts easily. Since MrP is maximal in RrP, it is
not hard to see that MrP satisfies the definition of strongly comaximiz-
w  .xable. Also, MS, 4.1 shows that P is strongly comaximizable.
 .  .b Suppose the hypothesis of b holds. With the concept of an
w x w  .xintegrally discerning prime as defined in MS, Sect. 2 , MS, 2.15 shows
that P is integrally discerning in R and MrP is integrally discerning in
w  .xRrP. Now MS, 3.1 shows that V lifts easily.
 .3.15 QUESTION. If R is Noetherian and if V is a chain 0 s P ; P ;0 1
??? ; P of prime ideals in R, and if for 0 F i - n, P rP is not containedn iq1 i
in the Jacobson radical of RrP , then does V lift easily?i
 .  .  .  .Remark. a Note that 3.2 , 3.10 , and 3.12 give lots of cases in
 .which the answer to 3.15 is yes.
 .  .b We suspect that the answer to 3.15 is no. However, the results
of this paper show that an example in which it is no would involve a
somewhat exotic situation.
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